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Abstract: All institutions use end devices for information processing which includes sending and receiving on the network. This process helps them to improve their business production as well as perform daily activities at a faster rate. However, the increased usage of end devices by both employees and criminals raises concerns and exposes businesses to a range of cyber risks. End devices can sometimes be used as agents and weapons to expose internal business operations. The vulnerability of the end devices to cyber threats and attacks compromises business data, its safety, and security. This paper determines the risk likelihood of the end devices using the Bayesian network tools. To achieve this, the study illustrates the connections of the end device variables to simulate the risk likelihood and its impact. The analysis and interpretation of the simulation are performed using decision tree analysis (DTA), scenario analysis, and sensitivity analysis techniques (Tornado graphs, conditional probability tables (CPT), and value of information configuration (VOI)). The relationship of the variables is demonstrated on the AgenaRisk package. Results revealed variables that influence the risk probability and its impact. End device risks can be caused by insiders and cybercriminals. The risks associated with end devices are influenced by the level of security implementation on different levels. The impact of the cyber risks was also accounted for and the concluding remarks were also made.
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1. Introduction

For communication purposes, the network is made up of different levels which include devices. The devices can be positioned as the end nodes, interconnections, and peripherals that form part of the business systems. Devices connected to the Internet or acting as stand-alone may be the main entry points that victims use to commit cybercrimes. Cybercrimes can either be caused by intentional cybercriminals or ignorant employees (Ncubukezi, 2022a). All business institutions are operated by both computer-literate and illiterate employees and are sometimes referred to as insiders. Employees as insiders who are end users can be the weakest link causing risks to the organisation (Alohali, et al., 2018). With the increased demand to connect to cyberspace, most people and businesses use various end devices: smartphones, mobile devices, tablets, laptops, and computers (Imgraben, Engelbrecht, & Choo, 2014). Some organisations practice Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) as a policy that allows insiders to use their own devices such as external hard drives, laptops, and smartphones among others to access and exchange information (Ferdousi, 2022). The privilege of employees using their own devices sometimes results in devices that get stolen, intruded upon, or information lost. Sometimes, employees perform certain activities on the Internet to attract criminals into the systems (McGuire & Dowling, 2013). Criminals are opportunists that are continually searching for the lucrative benefit and use any available and open interfaces on the network to gain unauthorised access (Ncubukezi, Mwansa, and Rocaries, 2020b).

End devices are one of the main resources that promote activities by both legitimate users and criminals in the business space (Ncubukezi, 2022b). The increased use of end devices introduces ways that compromise privacy, safety, and security in all organisations, requiring mitigation strategies and increased awareness (Mzileni & Ncubukezi, 2022). The literature shows that there is minimal understanding of users’ safety practices on end devices in homes and business sectors (Tabassum, Kosinski & Lipford 2019). Employees ignorantly want to use their home devices at work, establish unsecured connections, pose a risk, and compromise computer and information security (Ncubukezi, 2022a).

Cyberattackers understand and pay close attention to the end devices as they become their primary targets for deploying malware attacks (Rusi & Lehto, 2017). Criminals steal information of good value and money by infiltrating end devices (Mosteau, 2020). Likewise, these devices may not be connected to the business network but serve as standalone computers where employees share and exchange information. Regardless of the connection to the network, the end devices generally pose a risk because some end devices do not use proper security measures owing to the access of BYOD. In many different institutions, the culture of BYOD and lack of strong security on end devices can result in a range of cyber security risks such as highjacked unauthorised access...
to the resources, loss, breach, and leakage of a data breach, regular phishing or malware attacks, poor handling
of data (Bhadouria, A.S.; Ferdousi, 2022; Shukla et al., 2022).

Some end devices could experience power supply failure or a single point of failure where a device can crash or
malfunction due to poor practice of device safety and regular protection of the devices (Ncubukezi, 2022b; Hong,
2017). Some could even display error messages that could freeze the device or automatically shut down owing
to corrupt software or faulty hardware (Ncubukezi, Mwansa & Rocaries, 2020b). These risks related to the
devices could cost the companies and requires the use of artificially intelligent systems to help organisations to
make better security decisions and improve the security of the resources and data handling to reduce risks
(Ncubukezi, Mwansa & Rocaries, 2020a).

After analyzing the relevant and available literature, this study determined the risk likelihood of the end devices
using the Bayesian network tools. To achieve the main goal, the paper:

• Used scenario analysis and decision tree analysis to understand end device risks
• Illustrated and simulated end device risk likelihood and the impact using the Bayesian network
• Performed sensitivity analysis using Tornado graphs, conditional probability tables (CPT), and
  value of information configuration (VOI)

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The method used to carry out the study is presented in the following
section, followed by the sensitivity analysis results with discussions, and the conclusion of the study is accounted
for.

1.1 Possible risks associated with end devices

End devices generally form part of the network infrastructure. These devices on the network can range from
mobile devices, laptops, desktops, servers, phones, and printers and can be used for transmission for either the
source or the destination. For data transmission, these devices get allocated a unique number that identifies
them with a network address (Ncubukezi, Mwansa & Rocaries, 2020b). So, these devices can operate stand-
alone or in a networked environment which exposes them to a wide range of risks. Table 1 shows the risk
exposure of end devices, the form of attack, related security principles, the risk likelihood, and the risk impact.

End devices are exposed to a variety of risks such as device loss, theft or robbery, damage due to third-party
involvement, malware, denial of service or phishing as well as unauthorised access to both the facilities where
resources are stored and the actual devices. These risks are initiated by employees or criminals in the form of
actions performed by ignorant employees. At times, the insiders make poor decisions, computer illiterate on
poorly configured devices due to a lack of policy enforcement and poor management (Ncubukezi, Mwansa &
Rocaries, 2021). All these sources of device attacks challenge security principles such as confidentiality, integrity,
and the availability of stored information on the devices (Mzileni & Ncubukezi, 2022).

According to Table 1, end devices are most likely to have software and hardware failure, misplacing old
equipment, affected by constant network downtime, malware, phishing, or the denial of service as well as the
negative activities performed by legitimate system users (Wheelus & Zhu, 2020). The impact of the end device
risk probability affects the devices and information stored, organisations at large, and the current and potential
clients (Ncubukezi, 2022b).

Table 1 which illustrates factors that contribute to the risk likelihood of the end devices is presented below.

Table 1: Risk of end devices (Ncubukezi, 2022b)
1.2 Related works

There has been an increase in the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) for Internet and information processing which leaves institutions vulnerable to a diverse range of risks. The exposure of the different components of the business sectors to risks necessitates the determination of the risk likelihood using computers and other intelligent systems such as the Bayesian Network (BN). For example, a study conducted by Ncubukezi (2023) determined the risk probability of human-related actions within the business small sector to determine the risk probability. The study simulated the risk probability and impact based on the human factor variables (dependent and independent), and their relationships resulting in data leakage. On a cloud-based model, other authors used multilevel BN to assess the risk likelihood of gas transmission stations and present different flows (Gao et al., 2022). This study also used the BN to determine the risk likelihood on the end devices used for information exchange.

Even though institutions use IoT devices such as different gadgets, machines, sensors, and other hardware devices for information exchange, this study focuses on the end devices such as computers, printers, smartphones, and laptops. Devices can pose risks on different levels. For example, a more detailed scenario for IoT devices which is not part of the scope of this study is presented in the study conducted by Muñoz, Fernández-Gago, and López-Villa (2022). Their work described the risks and attacks on the protocol level. In addition, the use of hardware and software certifications of the end devices to improve security is also not part of the scope of the study but a study conducted by Munoz and Mafia (2014) has thoroughly presented and combined the model. These two studies complement this study in the sense that one work reveals the weaknesses of IoT devices at the protocol level and the other study proposes a certification solution using secure elements for establishing the pseudo-hardware certification system. This work uses different techniques with BN tools to determine the risk likelihood of the end devices.

The following section presents the method used to carry out the study.

2. Methodology

The Covid-19 global pandemic revealed an increase in cyber-attacks on all levels resulting in a range of risks within different business sectors. This study focuses on end device exploitation to determine the risk likelihood using the risk analysis methods and the Bayesian network. Risk analysis techniques such as scenario analysis and decision tree analysis (DTA) simulate the end device case and demonstrates the possibilities of the risk probability. They also provide an assessment of the likelihood that project decisions affect risk measures.

On the contrary, Bayesian Network tools are demonstrated using the AgenaRisk platform which illustrates the variables used and their relationships resulting in the risk likelihood and its impact. Sensitivity analysis was used to determine the risk probability of the end devices using the Tornado graphs, conditional probability tables (CPT), and value of information configuration (VOI). Sensitivity analysis is a quantitative technique that helps to determine variables that have a greater impact on risk (Cox, 2008). Variables estimate risks with potential impact and determine the changes in objectives and uncertainties that are correlated, along with the effect of each element on the objectives. It also communicates data and outcomes, understanding the link between the input and output variables while identifying sensitive variables (Wang & Neil, 2021; Khodakaramí, & Abdi, 2014). It then helps to make assumptions that allow decision-making and examines the amount of risk in given scenarios. Only scenarios with the greatest risk are taken into account in the sensitivity analysis. The study also developed a different Bayesian model (BM) as part of the graphical probabilistic model that used the Bayesian inference analysis. The simulated model illustrates the risk likelihood and the risk impact of end devices. The use of these Bayesian network techniques determines the risk likelihood.

As cyber risks increased, they need a system with artificial intelligence capabilities that perform better than the human mind in predicting risks (Ncubukezi, Mwansa & Rocaries, 2020a). This work used the Bayesian Network as a model on the AgenaRisk package to predict the risk likelihood of the end devices. The BN helps to develop the probabilistic model by demonstrating and presenting different nodes with random variables to influence conditional probability for other dependent variables (Ramesh et al., 2003). BN in this study determines end device risk probability based on the prior indicators (networked or stand-alone), device protection levels, risk impact, and risk likelihood. The interface of the AgenaRisk package is shown in Figure 1 demonstrates different scenario cases of phishing attacks.
Ethical considerations: To conduct this work, the researcher received the ethical clearance that grants permission for the research to be conducted. The simulation of the end device scenario is presented below.

3. Simulation

This work presents the scenario of the end devices by using the decision tree analysis shown in Figure 2. The analysis describes how the end devices become vulnerable to risks. Two sources of risks experienced by the access level devices are mentioned.

3.1 Scenario and Decision Tree Analysis (DTA)

Devices are primarily used to penetrate and access business services. In the business sector, there are both networking devices (routers, switches, hubs), while the end devices can be smartphones, notebooks, laptops, and desktops. If these devices are connected to the network they become vulnerable to a range of cyber threats and attacks, which result in different risks to businesses (Ncubukezi, Mwansa and Rocaries, 2021). Figure 2 shows the cybercriminal and insider-related actions used to exploit the end devices. Within business institutions, the risk relating to the end devices can be caused by both the cyber criminals and insiders (employees) that take advantage. Cybercriminals as attackers gain unauthorised access to networked devices by using a piece of code to cause and trigger unintended behavior on the device. This process hijacks authorized users’ actions by deploying a code that manipulates the device (Ncubukezi, 2022b).

With unsafe storage and handling of the end devices, cybercriminals also use opportunities to steal the devices and the information stored on the devices. On the other hand, criminals sometimes deploy software code to guess and steal passwords so that they may gain unauthorised access to business systems. These actions are performed by gaining unauthorised access through the network and result in poor and malfunctioning network performance in the form of denial of service or malware. Cybercriminals also hijack the network so that it may not be available and can further hijack user privileges (Ncubukezi, 2022a).

On the contrary, employees ignorantly perform activities that leave the business system vulnerable. Some employees could lose the device, which could land in the criminals’ hands or they can be criminals by stealing the devices. Sometimes, the employees use unsecured memory sticks for information exchange. Those memory sticks could have malware that triggers device exploitation. In addition, using the Internet could result in device exploitation because employees could ignorantly download software from unknown sources. This scenario describes how the end devices can be exposed to risks. These activities are shown in Figure 2.
This study also used the Bayesian network tools with the AgenaRisk package to determine the potential cybersecurity risk probabilities and their impacts in the business space. BM is part of the graphical probabilistic models that use the Bayesian inference analysis (van de Schoot, et al., 2021). The BN analysis demonstrates the end devices' risk likelihood using sensitivity analysis techniques. The application of the BN is presented below.

### 3.2 Bayesian Network Model setting

The main variables of the end device scenarios are the prior indicators of the receiving end devices, the device protection level, and the posterior indicators, which influence the risk likelihood and impact. As used on the different models, the prior indicators are the end devices that could be either portable or fixed and connected to the network or act as standalone devices. The device’s protection level is influenced by implementing security measures such as updated software (application and operating systems), device encryption, physical protection, and hardware security. In addition, complete device protection is also influenced by the nature of a device (networked or standalone). The level of device protection affects the posterior indicators to determine the risk likelihood as well as the impact. The higher the device protection, the lower the impact, even though the risk likelihood would be influenced by the device protection, portable or fixed device, which could be networked or standalone. This section demonstrates the sensitive analysis of the devices which result in different cyber risks. Sensitivity analysis challenges the reliability, difference, and significance of the assumptions to address the ‘what if’ analysis. In addition, sensitivity analysis is the quantitative technique for determining variables that have a greater impact on risk (Cox, 2008). Different end device scenarios are simulated and presented below.

### 3.3 End device risk likelihood simulation

The simulations of the end device scenario are based on different possible conditions. According to the figures, end-device simulations range from 1 to 7. The influencers of these scenarios are the state of an end device (fixed or portable), networked or stand-alone, and device protection level (software, device encryption, physical protection, and security of the hardware). These prior indicators influence and determines the risk likelihood and the risk impact of the device per scenario. These different scenarios are presented below.

**Simulation 1:** Figure 3 illustrates fixed and standalone devices with 84% high device-protection level based on 100% outdated software updates and 100% lack of hardware security. The device is in a secured physical environment with a 78% high level of encryption. Based on the overall device protection, this scenario had a medium-risk likelihood with 57% of the risk impact.
Simulation 2: Presents fixed standalone end devices with low hardware and software protection. Figure 4 illustrates networked fixed-end devices with a 41% low device-protection level. This scenario has no software updates, 80% high device encryption, 99% physical safety, and 100% hardware security. Inconsistent device protection influences medium risk likelihood and 36% medium risk impact.

Simulation 3: Figure 5 presents portable networked end devices with high device protection levels owing to the physical space, hardware, and device encryption. The software becomes the only low influential factor for risk level. The range of the high mediating factors influences the device security's overall level, determining the risk likelihood and impact.
Simulation 4: On Figure 6 demonstrates a networked portable end device with a 57% low protection level owing to no hardware and software updates, 98% dominating physical protection, and 79% device encryption. The dominating 57% low device protection level has a medium-risk probability and 42% high-risk impact.

Figure 6: Portable networked end devices with low hardware and software security

Simulation 5: Figure 7 presents a networked portable end device scenario with medium-risk likelihood and 34% medium-risk impact. The 36% of device protection has influenced the results. In this scenario, the software is not regularly updated, only 79% of device encryption, 98% of physical safety of the buildings, and 98% of hardware security.

Figure 7: Portable networked end devices with low software protection

Simulation 6: Figure 8 shows the portable standalone end devices with an 84% protection level resulted in an 83% low-risk likelihood and a 75% low-risk impact. Safety measures are 99% software updates, 99% hardware, and 80% physical security, resulting in 84% device protection.

Figure 8: Portable standalone end devices with high device protection
Simulation 7: Figure 9 shows a 100% low device protection level due to 96% software updates, 22% device encryption, 98% physical protection, and 97% hardware protection. All the variables, in this case, contribute to the overall cyber risk likelihood and impact medium-risk likelihood results and 5% low-risk impact for a portable networked device.

Figure 9: Portable networked end devices with low device protection level

4. Sensitivity Analysis Results

This part of the work presents the end device results based on the sensitivity analysis and the prediction of the risk probability using the Bayesian Network. This study used the AgenaRisk to conduct an extensive sensitivity analysis of the end device scenarios to check the sensitivity of the answers against the technique and its related parameters. The study is a hypothetical analysed sensitivity of the AgenaRisk package in isolation, in that if numerous interrelated parameters relate to the answer, then the researcher only considers the effect of one parameter at a time. For the tool's effectiveness, the researcher determined the technique's sensitivity to the Conditional Probability Tables (CPT). The sensitivity analysis communicates data and outcomes, understanding the link between the input and output variables while identifying sensitive variables. It then helps to make assumptions that allow decision-making and examines the amount of risk in given scenarios. The tornado graphs are generated based on the study's scenario analysis. Below are the CPT results followed by the Tornado graphs and the value of information configuration.

4.1 Conditional Probability Tables

The conditional probability tables (CPT) represent the probabilistic dependence of the parameters in BN models. The table shows results based on the observation outcomes which are generated based on the available prior knowledge. This section presents the conditional probability table for the end devices, which determined the sensitivity outcome based on the threat level that results in a data breach. CPT has the threat level ranked high, medium, and low, while the data breach has two Boolean states, which are true and false. Figure 10 shows the CPT for end devices with a false data breach when the threat level is high (0.007), medium (0.347), and low (0.646). The data breach is true when the threat level is high (0.631), medium (0.311), and low (0.058).

Figure 10: CPT for end devices
4.2 Tornado graphs

Tornado graphs present a chart that demonstrates the sensitivity based on given deciding variables. Each variable can have a different range of values which directly affects the impact and the risk likelihood. As a graphical representation of the sensitivity analysis, the tornado graph illustrates the sensitivity of the dependent and independent variables. On the AgenaRisk platform, the graph is generated by clicking on the Tornado chart button. The graph also presented different scenarios for sensitivity analysis. So this study presented three Tornado graphs for different rankings of the threat levels, which are high, medium, and low, and two Boolean values (true and false) for the data breach. The Tornado technique examined the sensitivity analysis for the end device-related risks. Figure 11 shows the Tornado graph for a false (0.007) data breach and (0.631) threat level.

Figure 11: Tornado graph for false data breaches and high threats level

Figure 12 shows the Tornado graph for a true (0.311) data breach and (0.347) medium threat level.

Figure 12: Tornado graph for true data breach and medium threats level

Figure 13 shows the Tornado graph for a true (0.058) data breach and (0.648) low threat level.

Figure 13: Tornado graph for true data breach and low threats level
4.3 Value of information configuration

The study used VOI as the sensitivity analytical method for decision-making based on the quantified available information to clarify difficult issues and reduce any risk uncertainties. In addition, VOI determines the sensitivity of the observations to improve decision-making. As used in the study, the value of information (VOI) configuration presents the amount that businesses or management could pay for required information that will help them to make decisions. This method is used to obtain more information that relates to the end device risk scenario that is used with the AgenaRisk package. The method reduces uncertainties prior decision-making stage. So, this work presented the decision nodes used in the scenario, the total time to build the risk scenarios in seconds, the expected maximum value (EMV), the expected value given perfect information (EV|PI), and the expected values of partially perfect information (EV(P)PI) for each configuration. Figure 14 shows the configuration for the devices and technical systems with the probability of risk as a decision node, the level of protection of the device as an uncertainty node, and the impact of risk as a utility node. This scenario took 122 minutes to perform the analysis of the expected maximum value (EMV), the expected value given perfect information (EV|PI), and the expected values of partially perfect information (EV(P)PI).

Figure 14: Configuration information for end devices

As shown in Figure 15, the devices' EMV is 0.759 with two different malware conditions, EV|PI of 0.728 and EV(P)PI of -0.031. In addition, the device protection has three rankings of low, medium, and high, while the risk likelihood is ranked low, medium, and high.

Figure 15: End devices' EMV

4.4 Discussions

This work determined the risk likelihood and the impact of the end devices with different capabilities. The end device simulation case scenario revealed different outcomes of the risk probability and impact, which are influenced by the prior indicators. Observations and the use of available data such as the prior indicators were used to determine sensitivity analysis using CPT, Tornado graphs, and VOI. CPT determined the end device risk likelihood based on the events of the different variables that result in a risk. In addition, CPT helped to determine the future events of the risks relating to the end devices. The input data was generated and computed to determine the risk outcome (Alkhairy et al., 2020). The results of using the Tornado graphs demonstrated the risk impact and the likelihood of the end devices based on the available prior indicators to determine the level
of the risk likelihood and extent of the risk impact. The results of the VOI showed the sensitivity analysis which could help to identify potential risks relating to the end devices. Organizations and other institutions can use the VOI outcomes to use advanced tools which can reduce costs relating to the end risks (Zabeo et al., 2019).

The analytical techniques used in the study revealed that the safety and security of the end devices depend on the different implementations of the security measures. These measures are linked to the physical hardware of the device, network connection, and software installed. The diverse contributing factors showed the varying probability of the risk related to the end devices. The minimal implementation of device protection security measures exposed the transmitting end devices to a range of cyber threats (Ncubukezi, Mwansa & Rocaries, 2020b).

Even though some end devices may be fixed and not connected to the network, the device's protection level continues to influence the risk level and its impact. The physical security of the devices may not reduce the risk probability of the device if the hardware, software, and encryption are ignored. The guarantee of the end devices should be applied at all levels (hardware, physical, software, and encryption) (Ncubukezi & Mwansa, 2021). If the device's security is prioritised for the hardware, software, physical, and encryption level, the level of risk to the device will be low, resulting in a low-risk impact. For good hygiene of the devices, a wide range of security controls, remedies, and measures should be used at different levels. For example, implementing firewalls, and intrusion detection systems (IDS) would be beneficial to securing and protecting the business's assets (Rawindaran et al., 2021).

Ncubukezi, Mwansa, and Rocaries (2020b) emphasize using adequate security measures to promote good cyber hygiene. With the high rate of risk uncertainties, it would be beneficial for the small business sector to deploy protective measures at all levels of end devices. Poor management of the institutional infrastructure including the end devices becomes the primary target of cyber attackers and results in most institutions losing their private and sensitive information. In addition, during the process of transmission, attackers also gain unauthorised access to the data that is transmitted. Furthermore, networking devices also become the victims that releasing confidential data (Lamba et al., 2017).

**Recommendations:** Several authors suggest the following safety practices that promote guide hygiene for end devices. Even though institutions differ, organisations need to take precautions and safety measures to improve the security of the devices, and the information stored on the devices. Ncubukezi (2022a), Ncubukezi and Mwansa (2021), Ncubukezi, Mwansa, and Rocaries (2020b) Williams, Chaturvedi, and Chakravarthy (2020), Sung et al., (2018) suggest the following recommendations to reduce the probability of risk on end devices.

- Perform regular system and software updates
- Use of the firewall to proactively filter traffic
- Use of antivirus, and antispyware software to protect the devices and the system
- Use of device encryption in case of the lost device
- Ensure devices are always on secure and locked storage
- Use multi-factor authentication to improve access to the device and its systems
- Perform regular software and hardware updates to reduce device downtime and failure
- Periodically back up data to avoid the single point of failure
- Ensure endpoint protection by securing the devices

5. **Conclusion**

This study determined the risk likelihood of the end devices using different analytical methods to predict the risk likelihood and their impact. As the end devices operate on the access level of every network, they become vulnerable to different risks. The sources of criminal and insider-related risks were accounted for. The work described the end device scenario which was interpreted using the decision tree analysis – which showed the possible risks devices are vulnerable to. In addition, BN tools were used to analyse sensitivity analysis of the end device risk. These tools include the VOI, CPT, and Tornado graphs. VOI showed the EMV of the device. CPT revealed the threat level on devices. Tornado graphs showed the threat levels for different threat rankings that results in the ultimate data breach.

The paper achieved the usage of the Bayesian network to illustrate the risk likelihood of the end device variables using the dependent and independent variables. The prior indicators used were the software updates,
encryption, physical security, and safety of the hardware determined the level of the risk probability and the risk impact. The outcomes produced different results which revealed low, medium, and high risks of the devices. The study benefits all institutions and people who use the devices to transmit data on the network to proactively take measures that protect and secure devices. In addition, management would come up with policies that will address and promote device security.
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